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Abstract. The analysis and understanding of resources utilization in shared

infrastructures, such as cloud environments, is crucial in order to provide better
performance, administration and capacity planning.
The management of resource usage of the OpenStack-based cloud infrastructures hosted at INFN-Padova, the Cloud Area Padovana and the INFNPADOVA-STACK instance of the EGI Federated cloud, started with the deployment of Ceilometer, the OpenStack component responsible for collecting
and managing accounting information. However, by using Ceilometer alone we
found some limiting problems related to the way it handles information: among
others, the imbalance between storage and data retention requirements, and the
complexity in computing custom metrics.
In this contribution we present a tool, called CAOS, which we have been implementing to overcome the aforementioned issues. CAOS collects, manages
and presents the data concerning resource usage of our OpenStack-based cloud
infrastructures. By gathering data from both the Ceilometer service and OpenStack API, CAOS enables us to track resource usage at different levels (e.g. per
project), in such a way that both current and past consumption of resources can
be easily determined, stored and presented.

1 Introduction
In this article we are going to describe our accounting and monitor tool CAOS (Control
Application for OpenStack) for different OpenStack based cloud infrastructures: the Cloud
Area Padovana (CAP) [1], the INFN-PADOVA-STACK instance of the EGI federated cloud
[2], the cloud of the University of Padova [3] and a private testbed cloud. We are going
to describe the architecture of the software, the functionality that CAOS offers and why we
decided to create this new component in our infrastructure.

2 Why use CAOS
We started from Ceilometer [4], that is the OpenStack [5] component of the telemetry project.
Its data can be used to provide customer billing, resource tracking, and alarming capabilities
across all OpenStack core components. Ceilometer is also useful to collect and manage
accounting information. We notice that Ceilometer has some limiting problems related to the
way it handles information:
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• inefficient storage of information, each measurement is accompanied by redundant metadata;
• the wrong trade-off between storage and data history retention. In fact in three months of
use, with a medium cloud load, we found less more than 220 GB of data stored in our
environment;
• the complexity in computing custom metrics, for example quotas and compute node usages are not defined and many times are required modifications to the configuration file in
controller nodes or in the ceilometer agent;
• metrics refer to single resource: aggregating data (e.g. per project or per compute node)
must be done on the fly and can be extremely slow also in a small observation time slot;
• it is not straightforward to get information involving different metrics (e.g. the efficiency
in CPU usage, quota usage);
• several post-processing steps or work-arounds are required in order to fix some known bugs
affecting different versions of OpenStack adopted, starting from Kilo, successively Mitaka
and Ocata.
Because of these problems we implemented a tool, called CAOS (Control Application for
OpenStack), which manages and then presents the accounting data provided by OpenStack
(in particular those collected by the Ceilometer service). CAOS enables tracking of usages
at different levels: e.g. per project or per compute node, in such a way that both current and
past consumption of resources can be easily determined.

3 CAOS architecture
In figure 1 below we can see the CAOS architecture. As we can observe CAOS has three
main layers:
• the collector;
• the backend;

• the dashboard.

Each of those has a specific task described below and they are developed in different languages, so we decided for each one to develop a specific Docker container, through dockercompose. For the collector we use also Vagrant to speed up and simplify the development.
All the services are available in the CAOS git repository [6] and they are inserted in a continuous integration and continuous delivery system [7] to easily test the code changes and to
have always the control of all the containers’ versions.
The collector gathers data at regular intervals from both the OpenStack API and the
Ceilometer service. The former is used for tracking identity information (e.g. projects),
resource allocation and compute nodes’ state; the latter is used mainly for tracking real consumption, such as the used CPU time of instances. We decided to read data directly from
the MongoDB instance to overcome some Ceilometer limitations and to have more flexibility in the retrieval of the information. In the near future we are planning to migrate from
MongoDB to Gnocchi [8] for storing metrics in order to improve performance and have a
better metric management. The data are then analyzed and pre-aggregated at coarser granularity (e.g. hourly), enabling almost unlimited data retention. The collector also computes
more complex metrics which involve operations across different metrics, such as the CPU
efficiency.
The backend, developed in the Elixir language [9] targeting the Erlang VM, provides a
time series framework for writing and reading metrics: the data can be used to monitor the
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Figure 1. CAOS architecture and objects communication diagram.

actual or very recent state of the cloud, or it can be aggregated (e.g. over all projects) or
downsampled at a given resolution or time range to provide resources accounting.
The dashboard is a simple Angular/Javascript [10] application, which allows the cloud
administrator to easily get resource usage information (CPU time, wall clock time, efficiency)
for all (or some) projects, for a given time period, by querying data from the backend. Such
information can also be presented as graphs.

4 Metrics and accounting
By definition metrics are measurements by which efficiency, performance and quality of a
service of a process or a product can be assessed.
Accounting [11], in information technology, is the process of keeping track of a user’s
activity while accessing a resource, including the amount of time spent in the network, the
services accessed while there and the amount of data transferred during the session. Accounting data are used for trend analysis, capacity planning, billing auditing and cost allocation.
4.1 Metrics in CAOS

Using CAOS we can easily retrieve metrics from one virtual machine, or from all instances
in a project, or we can easily extract general metrics for one specific project instead of a
compute node.
The typical metrics retrieved are:
• CPU time: is the amount of time for which a central processing unit (CPU) was used for
processing instructions (global or per project in a specific period and a given granularity);
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• wall clock time: a performance metric that records the time in seconds taken to execute a
block of code (global or per project in a specific period and a given granularity);
• CPU efficiency: is a relationship between wall clock time and CPU time (global or per
project in a specific period and a given granularity);
• VRAM: is the amount of virtual memory used (global or per project in a specific period);

• instances: number of virtual machines in a project or in a specific compute node (in a
specific period);
• VCPU: virtual CPU number and usage in a project or in a specific compute node (in a
specific period);
• usages: amount of VCPU, VRAM, instances and CPU efficiency compared to quota (in a
specific period).
From the dashboard a user can select a time window and its granularity of each metric.

Figure 2. Inside the red circle we can see the available metrics from which a user can choose.

4.2 Accounting in CAOS

The accounting section of the dashboard allows the user to retrieve comprehensive graphs
(see figure 3) or tabular results (see figure 4) of a project on the cloud infrastructure. We
decided not retrieving data from single users in the cloud, because our target is to monitor the
real usage of the infrastructure. Another point we are focus on is the way to find if there are
any significant problems like virtual machines abandoned or with an high load that could be
critical for all the infrastructure.
The graphs are generated on the fly from CAOS dashboard component and an user can
easily specify the metric, the time range, the granularity and the graph resolution from web
interface.
There is also a functionality to check the overall use of the cloud and navigate through
the usage history for all projects or for a specific one.
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Figure 3. In this picture we can see the data accounting of the many projects. Within the shown 15
days, a particular Lhcb project used a lot of CPU time in few days.

Figure 4. In this picture we can see the data accounting in two tables, one for wall clock time the other
for CPU time consumed.

5 Monitor use cases in the cloud
Many projects in Cloud Area Padovana or CloudVeneto, for example CMS, Belle II or SPES
experiments, launch the execution of batch jobs, using an elastic on-demand batch cluster
service provided on the cloud infrastructure. Users can instantiate on the cloud an HTCondor [12] batch system which, using the elastiq [13] system, is automatically scaled up or
down as needed checking the job queue. This allows an optimal usage of cloud resources,
since resources are automatically released when they are not needed anymore. In the figure 5
below, we can watch an example of the monitor for this particular use case. We can observe
the wall clock time of the CMS project with respect to the overall measurement, and see that
they have the same shape. Also for CPU time we have a similar behavior when a bunch of
jobs are executed we can find a peak in the graph.
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Figure 5. Wall clock time and CPU time for CMS project and overall when a batch cluster is working
in the cloud.

In our infrastructure we have a project, the Epigenetics experiment, which sometimes
needs some dedicated computing nodes without overcommitment of CPU and RAM because
it has to perform intensive CPU jobs with high throughput for only short time.
CAOS is useful for dealing with overcommitment of CPU and RAM. The situation depicted in figure 6 reports the case of two projects, Epigenetics and CMS, where the former
has some dedicated compute nodes with no overcommitment of CPU and RAM. The CMS
project deploys an elastic cluster and shares physical resources with the rest of the cloud infrastructure. The efficiency of the CPU is high whenever the Epigenetics project allocates
resources on the dedicated compute node. We can see from date 15/01/2018 to 18/01/2018
the 100% CPU efficiency for the Epigenetics project because VCPU corresponds to bare CPU
(no overcommitment) and the experiment runs some jobs using all the CPUs of the compute
node in that period.

Figure 6. CPU efficiency of an elastic batch cluster compared to dedicated compute node without
overcommitment.
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In figure 7 we can see the hypervisor tab of CAOS dashboard. In our cloud infrastructure
we have an overcommitment of CPU and RAM, this allows us to increase the number of instances running on one compute node at the cost of reducing the performance of the instances
in the case all virtual machines in the compute node are working together in intensive way.
Typically we define a CPU and RAM allocation ratio of 1.5:1 so with this configuration the
scheduler can allocates 1.5 VCPUs for each bare real CPU, and 1.5 GB of VRAM for each 1
GB of real bare RAM.
In this screenshot we can see how many virtual machines are running in the compute
nodes. How many virtual CPU are allocated inside the computer nodes and how many virtual
RAM has been allocated. We can check also the relationship between the real CPU, RAM
and the VCPU, VRAM at time of the query. The last column is the load of the host as reported
by the command line tool “top”.

Figure 7. Compute node monitor.

6 Conclusion
This article illustrates the architecture and the features of the Control Application for OpenStack. The most important key points for the application are:
• the collector leverages standard OpenStack services;

• the resources are tracked at different levels (e.g. per project or per compute node);

• current and past resource usage is easily determined, stored and presented and retrieved in
a quick way from dashboard;
• no modification is required to the main cloud installation.

Taking advantage of its modular container-based architecture, CAOS can be deployed on different OpenStack versions (Kilo, Liberty, Mitaka, Ocata) used by the Cloud Area Padovana,
INFN-PADOVA-STACK instance of the EGI federated cloud, cloud of the University of
Padova and in the near future CloudVeneto [14].
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To increase CAOS performance we are going to change the Ceilometer backend from
MongoDB to Gnocchi and we are planning also to read metrics directly from Gnocchi instead
of from the CAOS backend. Gnocchi allows to customize and aggregate metrics in a simple
way so we are evaluating if the backend is useful anymore.
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